KILLING THE ROOTS OF A	101
Of course, smoking may be to some extent a pleasure—
just as the smelling of a rose is, for instance; but just
because the smelling of flowers is pleasurable, it doesn't
necessarily follow that if one were cut off for a long
time from the perfume of flowers that any agonized
craving would be experienced. In fact, if we encoun-
tered some individual weeping and wailing, away ofi
on some lonesome desert, and he confided to us the
information that he was simpty being tortured to death
just because he had no flowers to smell, we would try
our best to get the poor unfortunate off into the shade
and see what effect water-soaked bandages on his head
would have on his mental outlook.
But this little personal experience is getting to be
rather lengthy, and I did not start out to tell any story,
but to illustrate something; hence I had better come to
the point. My point is that I solved my tobacco craving
by analysis. I made the assumed craving for tobacco
the object of the whole of my possible attention.
I took my mind completely off any mental picture of
smoking, and turned it wholly towards an attempt to
see of what the assumed craving consisted. In Freudian
terminology: I putted away my '* libido" my ie interest
urge," from the act of smoking, and turned the full force of
it on to determining in what the desire to smoke consisted,
I substituted an analytic attitude for a reflective
mood. In the one case the individual is either being
influenced by something, or is accepting sometMng at
its face value; in the other case there is an inquiry as
to the whys and wherefores.
In relation to my tobacco habit, on that particular
morning, I changed over from the reflective or passive
mood, to one of inquiring scrutiny, i.e., to the analytic,
H     (Psycho-analyse)

